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KEY BENEFITS

Classification for all types of files

At A Glance
Organisations face the problem of controlling sensitive information that is held in 

a rapidly expanding range of different electronic formats – from the humble text 

file through to image files and PDFs. Without the ability to apply a common set of 

controls to all these types of files which may contain sensitive material there is an 

inevitable increase to the risk of data leakage. This challenge can be met with user-

driven data classification software.

Boldon James File Classifier puts classification labelling at the heart of data loss 

prevention by giving users the ability to apply relevant metadata labels to any file 

held in Windows® file store. This metadata can then be used to provide consistent 

control over the dissemination of that information – increasing the effectiveness of 

data loss prevention measures and meeting compliance objectives.

Engages Users
Simple Label Selection
File Classifier integrates into Windows File Explorer enabling a user to classify a file 

using the familiar right-click menu. The classification interface clearly displays the 

current label and allows the user to choose a new label.

File Classifier

• Engages users

• Increases awareness

• Enforces policy

• Drives security solutions

• Exploits a common platform
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Fortra is a cybersecurity company like no other. We're creating a simpler, stronger future for our 

customers. Our trusted experts and portfolio of integrated, scalable solutions bring balance and 
control to organizations around the world. We’re the positive changemakers and your relentless ally 

to provide peace of mind through every step of your cybersecurity journey. Learn more at fortra.com.

File  Classifier

Quick Classification
The Quick Classification feature of the other Classifier products 

can be presenting as “single click” labelling choices accessed 

directly from a right-click sub-menu. For further ease of 

recognition, each label on the sub-menu can be presented with 

a unique icon.

Label Shortcuts
File Classifier applies relevant metadata labels to any file held in 

Windows® file store and can be used to label single files or sets of 

files in a single operation.

Increases Awareness
Visual Indications
File Classifier applies hidden metadata labels to files. Windows® 

File Explorer can display an icon overlay as a visual reminder that 

the file is labelled. Coloured file icon overlays can also be used 

to indicate the classification and act as a visual reminder of data 

sensitivity.

A “zero-click” review of the current classification label is possible 

by simply hovering over a file within Windows File Explorer, 

which results in the label being displayed within an “InfoTip” 

together with other attributes of the file.

Metadata Marking
File Classifier either applies native metadata labels, for example, 

using document properties in the same manner as Office 

Classifier, or uses a metadata location common to all Windows 

files. This hidden metadata is completely transparent to the 

primary applications that use these files, but may also be acted 

upon by other metadata-aware applications.

Enforces Policy
Checks And Guidance
Specific policy rules may be defined for File Classifier allowing, 

for example, checks to be made for an inappropriate change 

of label or to enforce mandatory elements of the label. Use of 

theseof these rules may give rise to the appearance of a policy 

check dialog providing the user with configurable guidance. 

Tailored Labelling Scheme
A separate policy can be defined for File Classifier such that the 

labelling scheme for file classification can be distinct from that 

used for email and documents. This may be useful where, for 

example, there are document-specific elements to a labelling 

scheme that have no relevance to the labelling of a file.

Drives Security Solutions
Enhancing Data Loss Prevention (DLP)
The metadata labels added by File Classifier can be recognised 

by other Classifier products and metadata-aware systems such 

as DLP and Data Retention. Use of classification metadata by 

DLP systems can improve accuracy and reduce frustrating “false 

positive” errors.

Exploits A Common Platform
Unified Administration
The Classifier Administration server unifies the policy 

configuration of all Classifier products handling policies from 

the simple to complex, ensuring a quick implementation with 

the minimum of expertise (see the Classifier Administration 

datasheet).

Auditing & Reporting
Records classification events to support audit and management 

reporting requirements, providing visibility of user behaviour 

and allowing better targeting of security training and improved 

understanding of compliance position.
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